Highway Filter Drain Maintenance and Re-Instatement: A Waste Management Issue
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2 HIGHWAY FILTER DRAIN DESIGN

The advantages of a filter drain include:

• early installation and usage for collection of drainage runoff during the construction stage (although entry of excessive construction waste should be avoided)
• removal of groundwater beneath the pavement to a greater depth than would be possible with narrow filter or fin drains

• easier construction than other drainage systems, incorporating both surface water carrier drains and fin or narrow filter drains

• easier inspection and maintenance than is possible with fin or narrow filter drains

• facility for collection of water from drainage measures installed separately in the side-slopes of cuttings.

• removal of pollutants arising from highway use, specifically those that are associated with the fines that are washed off the highway and trapped by the drain

• rapid removal of stormwater in the event of heavy storm events but with sufficient capacity to attenuate water flow at the outfall, hence reducing the risk of flooding.

3 FILTER DRAIN OPERATION & MAINTENANCE ISSUES

The majority of filter (or french) drains have never been refurbished, and thus there is a strong likelihood that significant amounts of stormwater do not make it to the intended outfalls, with some going to ground without removal of pollutants. There is no doubt that the amount of funding for drainage maintenance falls far short of what is required to ensure satisfactory performance, which in part is due to the fact that drainage work does not score highly under the current value management process adopted by the HA. Road safety has to be an issue for routine maintenance of drains to become a priority under the present system of funding. Furthermore, Managing Agents and Managing Agent Contractors are initially awarded contracts for 5 years, which is considerably shorter than the 10 years expected maintenance interval for filter drains.

Apparent problems with filter drains have resulted in a policy of non-recommendation by the Highways Agency (Advice Note 39/38), but it is generally considered that most problems are caused by use of inappropriate designs and / or poor construction practice at the build stage, with subsequent lack of maintenance over many years. The only inherent problem with filter drains is the risk of stone scatter in the event of vehicles overrunning the drain. However, there are now various proven solutions to this problem that can be incorporated at the construction stage or which could be installed during routine drainage maintenance in priority areas. Where filter drains are not functioning correctly there is the potential for spillages to infiltrate directly into underlying fissured strata, leading to rapid groundwater pollution, as demonstrated in the UK by Price (1994) and Ellis (2006) and Zimmerman et al in Germany; this has been a major concern to the regulatory Environment Agency (EA). Nevertheless, filter drains have been retained in respect of reconstruction works dealing with large groundwater flows from highway cuttings and on long road lengths with relatively flat gradients. In addition, filter drains are advocated as a feasible urban source control BMP in the UK Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems (SUDS) Design Manual (CIRIA, 2000).

A number of design problems are apparent in the installation of filter drains that may have some impact on their operation and treatment capabilities. These include:

• the use of combined systems of kerb and gullies with filter drains and connection of gully or surface water channel carrier pipes directly into filter drain pipes. To maximise attenuation and treatment benefits, the basal pipe should really only be provided over the last few metres before the outlet or adjacent to a manhole.

• the use of grass verge (over-the-edge drainage) with filter drains where the grass edging forms an elevated “grass kerb”. This can generate a ponding effect during wet weather conditions with the ponded water preferentially discharging at a point into the filter drain and thus overloading the filter media. The grass “kerb” is
often removed during maintenance activities to facilitate drainage and herbicides are applied to prevent re-growth, making the introduction of toxicants into the drainpipe much easier.

- filter drains receiving drainage from adjacent land where herbicides and other chemicals are applied. In some rural locations it is not uncommon to find that field drains have been connected to the filter drain. Such connections can readily introduce fertilisers, pesticides and herbicides into the filter drain for onward transmission to groundwater.

- the use of overlapping geotextile to wrap over the filter drain surface which can creates blockage and maintenance problems.

In all these cases, the risk is probably higher on older road networks where the medium surrounding the drainpipe is not properly sealed and pipe joints are cracked or broken. This complicates the characterisation of the pollutant removal efficiency of the filter drain. Other identified issues relate to the relatively short 10 year lifetime of filter drains which can be significantly shorter on motorways or dual carriageways due to compaction by vehicular over-run. The usual 3m wide hard shoulder does not give sufficient clearance, particularly for heavy goods vehicles, when pulling over from the inside running lane. Following such over-run and compaction, the hydraulic efficiency of the system decreases, allowing little or no runoff water to permeate to the drainpipe in the affected area, as well as causing substantial stone scatter. As mentioned above reinforcement of the filter drain during routine drainage maintenance can substantially address this problem.

4 IN-SITU MAINTENANCE OF FILTER DRAINS

It is undoubtedly the case that the major problem encountered in this type of drainage system is lack of adequate and regular maintenance, despite the UK Highways Agency estimate that filter drain maintenance has an annualised cost of between £20M - £100M at 1995 figures. It is highly unlikely that this level of expenditure is actually incurred. Normal operation and management (O&M) practice to date has been to "dig out and replace" (at a rate of about 1 tonne per metre length), with the excavated contaminated material being taken off site and sent to landfill if the waste cannot be stored locally and the stone recovered. Hence there is clearly a need for an efficient, safe, and environmentally sustainable process together with a programme of filter maintenance and renovation for the proper management of the nation's vital road infrastructure.

There is now available an on-site method for removing contaminated sediment that accumulates close to the surface and/or within a stone-filled filter drain/trench located at the edge of a highway pavement. The process utilises a dry separation technique and is sustainable in that it re-cycles in-situ the existing stone present in the drain. It also minimises the volume of additional new stone that may have to be transported to site, thus significantly reducing the number of vehicle movements to and from the site. The StoneMaster® system is capable of operating within a single lane closure, including a motorway hard shoulder and the process is self-contained within a specifically designed mobile vehicle (Figure 2) that also allows the operation to meet all site safety requirements. To date, the system has been used to re-cycle in-situ some 450 km of filter drain over the last 4 years since developing the process. Hence around 450,000 tonnes of silted stone have been processed in that period. If this material had been excavated and replaced or re-cycled off-site, it would have required an additional 45,000 HGV journeys to remove silted stone and subsequently import new or cleaned stone. The cleaning process applied to the clogged aggregate allows in-situ "as good as new" replacement. A single night shift can produce between 60 to 100 tonnes of waste ie. around 10 tonnes per hour. This waste is predominantly...
material under 10mm, the aim being to ensure that 95% is above 10mm. StoneMaster routinely achieves 98% above 10mm. The waste is contaminated silt, together with organic detritus originating from grass cutting and leaves, soil that may have been placed over the drain, construction waste, and fines from poorly specified stone used in the initial construction. Should the drain be “dug out” all the material both the stone and silt will be classified as waste until such time as cleaned stone is recovered and put back to use.

Given the long periods between maintenance, the initial pollution discharging from the road is diluted by the time it is removed from the filter drain and placed in the tipper due to the presence of the other extraneous material previously referred to. There are also the additional effects of leaching and degradation that have taken place over the 10 – 15 year period whilst pollutants are retained within the drain. The arisings have been found to be generally below 500 ppm for Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons (TPH) with very low concentrations of Class 2 carcinogens and no samples breaching the 10,000 ppm level for Class 3 carcinogens. Without speciation, the limits on TPH for non-hazardous landfill classification are 1,000 ppm, and 500 ppm for disposal at an inert landfill site.

Figure 2. StoneMaster® in Action on Motorway.

5 WASTE ARISINGS AND DISPOSAL

The majority of waste arisings from filter drain refurbishment have proven to be non-hazardous using criteria enforced by the UK Environment Agency. However, the EU Framework Directive on Waste (75/442/EEC) defines waste as "any substance…which the holder discards….or is required to discard" and represents the first major piece of EU legislation relating to waste management. Whilst there is an increasing awareness and documentation concerning O&M procedures for BMP drainage controls (filter drains, soakaways, pond/wetlands etc…), there is much less appreciation of waste issues associated with the contaminated arisings generated during maintenance and cleaning operations. These arisings only become “controlled wastes” following maintenance activities. When the filter drain, soakaway or infiltration trench is “dug-out”, all of the material remains waste until the stone and gravel content is recovered and put to use. The main contaminants are heavy metals and TPHs. The quantities and exact nature are subject to the inherent variability in source composition, degradation products and timing of the maintenance schedule. For example, it is normally not possible to say if the site has been subject to spillage at some time in the past or to excessive verge-side herbicide applications. Nevertheless, the EA has agreed that the overall waste arisings can be classified as being inert for landfill purposes, if the appropriate waste acceptance criteria (WAC)
can be met. Otherwise, disposal at non-hazardous landfill site should not be an issue, bearing in mind that the location of landfill sites has a major impact on transport costs and hence it is preferable that either type of landfill can be used.

Whilst the arisings are non-hazardous and may be suitable for inert landfill existing UK regulations do not allow the waste to be disposed of and landscaped adjacent to the verge as an alternative disposal route. This is because suitable exemptions were not provided at the time the legislation was drawn up and the process of planning application is not feasible for drainage maintenance activities, where such activities may have to be undertaken at short notice anywhere around the network. For similar reasons spreading on land for commercial developments such as golf courses is not a feasible proposition. Acceptance for inert landfill also requires that the Total Organic Content is below 3%. This is to avoid methane generation as part of the EC's aim to reduce greenhouse gases and to ensure that humic/fulvic acids are not generated leading to increased leaching rates of heavy metals. However, it is not possible to control TOC unless verge maintenance is carried out more frequently, and organic waste (such as grass cuttings) is routinely removed.

From the above it can be seen that O&M of BMP facilities such as filter drains have some significant hurdles to deal with, and yet their main purpose is to facilitate stormwater disposal, itself a contaminated waste material in the context of operating a highway. It is estimated that there are 140 Million tonnes of contaminated stormwater to be removed from the English high speed road network per annum. This therefore raises an important issue in the development of BMP facilities, where it needs to be recognised that such facilities will at best extract and store pollutants – they do not make them disappear. Hence there is therefore a pressing need for environment agencies to consider how waste management regulations can best accommodate the waste generated by BMP facilities, which, unlike pollution and waste from a factory or other commercial enterprise, is not under the control of the highway maintenance contractor. In the case of highways, it is the road using public who cause the pollution, not the maintenance contractor.

The maintenance of filter drains also involves administrative overheads. Section 34 of the 1990 EPA provides for a "duty of care" for all controlled waste and filter drain arisings, which must be continually assessed to confirm they are non-hazardous with a waste transfer note identifying and coding the waste when it is transferred to a carrier or to a disposal site. A waste transfer note is required every time the waste is removed from one site to another and copies must be retained for two years. Waste transfer notes covering a period of time can be used if the nature of the waste does not change during the period and all arrangements remain the same during that time. It also has to be recognised that when maintenance is carried out will have important consequences. Night-time O&M activities have become commonplace on UK highways, and it is generally the case that the arisings generated have to be temporarily stored until daytime opening of official landfill and/or waste transfer sites. Such temporary overnight storage must not exceed 50m³ of waste and must be securely and safely located. Waste transport companies may have planning permission to store waste in larger quantities but unless the waste can be left in a tipper overnight, the waste material has to be double handled in order to free the tipper for other duties.

From the above it can be seen that waste management legislation has considerable management and cost implications for the operation of BMP drainage controls such as filter drains. As the arisings become more heavily contaminated so the situation becomes more complex, particularly in the case of hazardous waste which cannot be co-disposed with non-hazardous waste. BMP urban drainage now has to recognise that stormwater drainage O&M activities need to be viewed as waste management,
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